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Abstract

Super-resolution methods in literature has in recent
years been dominated by convolutional neural networks
(CNNs), aiming to learn a direct mapping from a low to
high resolution image. Although successful, these methods
rely on large-scale and high-quality datasets, to learn more
powerful models. The scale of the existing super-resolution
datasets are limiting the performance of current deep and
highly complex architectures. Moreover, current datasets
are severely limited in terms of resolution, prohibiting the
move towards more extreme conditions with high upscaling
factors.

In this paper, we introduce the DIVerse 8K resolution
image dataset (DIV8K). The dataset contains a over 1500
images with a resolution up to 8K. It highly covers diverse
scene contents. It is therefore the ideal dataset for train-
ing and benchmarking super-resolution approaches, appli-
cable to extreme upscaling factors of 32× and beyond. The
dataset was employed for the AIM 2019 Image Extreme Su-
per Resolution Challenge.

1. Introduction

Single image super-resolution (SR) aims to estimate a
high resolution (HR) image from an observed low resolu-
tion (LR) input. It serves to overcome the resolution lim-
itations of low-cost imaging sensors, while also offering a
solution to enhance the images generated by old devices. In
general, SR is a highly ill-posed problem since many differ-
ent valid HR images can give rise to the same observed LR
image. The integration of prior information is therefore an
essential part of the super-resolution process.

In the past two decades, a wide range of approaches have
been proposed for integrating prior knowledge to achieve
more realistic super-resolution results. While early attempts
focused on hand-crafted priors [14, 8, 20, 27, 22, 12] cur-

Figure 1. The validation set of the proposed DIV8K dataset.

rent state-of-the-art utilize deep neural networks (DNN)
to directly learn a LR-to-HR mapping from paired data
to capture the relationship between LR and HR image
[5, 6, 15, 16, 18, 7, 2, 3, 10, 13]. Some early approaches
utilize small datasets, such as the 91 training images pro-
posed by Yang et al. [27], to train the SR networks. As later
studies found such data to be insufficient for the training of
complex neural networks, the size of the utilized datasets
have gradually grown.

The current largest dataset in the literature aimed for
super-resolution is the DIV2K [1], which contains 800
training images in 2K resolution. It has been employed in
most current state-of-the-art techniques [21, 23, 4, 18, 24].
However, as current work is pushing the limits in conven-
tional scenarios, there is a need to move towards more ex-



Figure 2. The testing set of the proposed DIV8K dataset.

treme settings and higher scale factors. Current datasets are
severely restricted by their resolution, rendering them un-
suitable for training networks aiming for upsampling factors
much above 4×.

In this paper, we address the limitations of current super-
resolution datasets by introducing the novel DIV8K dataset
of DIVerse 8K resolution high quality images collected
from Internet. The training set of DIV8K contains over
1500 images with a horizontal resolution between 5760 and
7680 pixels. The validation and test sets each contain 100
images with a horizontal resolution of 7680 pixels. With
such a large-scale and high-resolution dataset, DIV8K is
the ideal testing bed for developing and evaluating SR net-
works. Moreover, since the images in the DIV8K dataset
are of much higher resolution than in existing datasets,
DIV8K can directly be used to train SR networks with much
higher scale factors, such as 16× and 32×.

Based on the DIV8K dataset, we organized the first ex-
treme super-resolution challenge, namely the AIM 2019

Max resolution Number of images
Training Validation Testing Total

7680 100 100 100 300
6720 937 0 0 937
5760 467 0 0 467

Total 1304 100 100 1504

Table 1. Number of images in the proposed DIV8K dataset for
each split and maximum horizontal or vertical resolution.

Extreme SR Challenge. The task in this challenge is to en-
large the spatial resolution of input LR image with a scale
factor of 16×. The challenge contains two tracks that eval-
uate the results from two different aspects. In Track 1:
Fidelity the methods are compared with the conventional
PSNR index. While in Track 2: Perceptual, we focus on
the perceptual quality of the SR results. This paper also
analyzes SR results, on the DIV8K data, provided by the
participants of AIM 2019 Extreme SR Challenge, as well
as those of representative baseline methods.

2. Proposed DIV8K Dataset
Through the ever increasing amount of pixels in modern

cameras, ultra high definition images have become widely
available. These images can be very useful to train SR
models, as they allow the training with large upscaling fac-
tors. For this purpose we propose the novel DIV8K dataset,
which contains RGB images with diverse contents. This
dataset is aimed towards for research within various aspects
of image super-resolution.

Collection We manually crawled the in total 1504 images
from the Internet, paying special attention to image quality.
The dataset only contains high quality images with very lit-
tle corruptions. Furthermore, we ensured that the images
are free to use and come from a diverse set of sources (web-
sites and cameras).

Resolution and Partitions The DIV8K dataset contains
300, 937 and 467 images with a maximum vertical or hor-
izontal resolution of 7680, 6720 and 5760 pixels, respec-
tively. All images were cropped to have a resolution that
is divisible by 32, allowing the usage for upscaling factors
of ×16 and ×32 without further processing. We randomly
partitioned the 300 images in the first category into three
equally sized sets. Two of these sets are then used for test-
ing and validation, while the other set is combined with the
remaining images to create the training set. Therefore, the
dataset includes a training set with 1304 images as well as a
validation and a test set with 100 images each. A summary
over the DIV8K dataset statistics is provided in table 1.

Quality and Diversity We only selected high quality im-
ages, most of which were originally above 40M pixels.
To remove corruptions such as sensor noise and compres-
sion artifacts we downsampled the images by factors of
×1 ∼ ×2, depending on the initial quality of the image.
The images were collected from various websites, with a
focus on sites that provide freely shared high quality pho-
tography. None of the images have copyright restrictions
that prohibit its usage for research. To ensure diversity of
the image contents, only a small part of the images were
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Figure 3. Qualitative comparison between the super-resolved crop achieved by bicubic interpolation and EDSR, with different upscaling
factors. The DIV8K dataset allows for extreme factors, such as ×32, providing new interesting challenges on the field of super-resolution.

found through keywords. However, for these images we
used a diverse set of keywords. The images depict a variety
of scenes and objects, including humans, animals, buildings
and landscapes.

3. AIM 2019 Extreme Image SR Challenge
With the DIV8K dataset, we organized the AIM 2019

Extreme Image Super-Resolution Challenge. The challenge
is the first extreme super-resolution challenge which aims to
super resolve the input images with a large zooming factor
of 16. The Challenge has two tracks: 1) the fidelity track
uses the bicubic downscaling (Matlab imresize, default set-
tings), the most common setting from the recent SR litera-
ture, with factor ×16 to generate LR input images; and the
target of the Fidelity Track is to generate super-resolution
results with high fidelity. 2) the perceptual track also uses

the bicubic downscaling (Matlab imresize, default settings)
to generate low resolution images with factor ×16; different
from the fidelity track, the perceptual track aims to generate
super-resolution results with good subjective visual quality.
From more than 100 registered participants in the two tracks
combined, 9 teams entered in the final phase and submitted
results, codes/executables, and factsheets.

3.1. AIM 2019 Extreme SR Challenge Methods

In the AIM 2019 Challenge on Image Extreme Super-
Resolution [9], most of the submitted solutions are derived
from recent state-of-the-art SR methods. Several teams,
such as AAAttraction, NERCMS, SSRR directly build their
methods with recently proposed building blocks. AAAt-
traction suggested a network with 20 residual-in-residual
dense (RRDB) block [25]; NERCMS and SSRR utilize



Scale ×8 ×16 ×32
Method Bicubic EDSR Bicubic EDSR Bicubic EDSR
PSNR 28.91 29.69 26.16 26.94 23.87 24.54
SSIM .7737 .7936 .7284 .7419 .7055 .7130

Table 2. Quantitative results of super-resolving using bicubic and EDSR on extreme upscaling factors on the DIV8K validation set.

Team PSNR SSIM Run-time

NUAA-404 26.79 0.7289 30s
TTI 26.74 0.7285 80s
SRSTAR 26.72 0.7285 25.8s
NERCMS 26.70 0.7281 20.83s
BOE-IOT-AIBD 26.59 0.7235 47.11s
deepSR 26.54 0.7254 60s
SSRR 26.53 0.7246 40s
AAAttraction 26.07 0.7122 19.21s
IPCV IITM 21.93 0.6614 100s

EDSR 25.96 0.7146 -
Bicubic 25.30 0.7013 -

Table 3. AIM 2019 Extreme SR Challenge Track 1 results and final
rankings on the DIV8K test set.

the residual channel attention block (RCAB) [28] as their
major building block. Instead of directly utilize recently
proposed building blocks, team BOE-IOT-AIBD, TTI and
SRSTAR modifies existing approaches to achieve faster or
memory more efficient solutions. The solutions by BOE-
IOT-AIBD and TTI are build upon their previous work of
MultiGridBackProjection network (MGBP) [19] and Deep
Back-Projection Network (DBPN) [11], respectively. The
team SRSTAR adopts dilated convolution in residual blocks
and utilizes the structure of SRResNet [17] to attend the
challenge. There are still some teams propose new building
blocks for extreme SR. Team NUAA-404 introduces adap-
tive dense connection for better usage of convolutional fea-
tures, and IPCV IITM proposed a Mixed-Dense Connec-
tion Block (MDCB) to enable efficient feature-extraction
and ease the gradient propagation. For more details of dif-
ferent solutions, please refer to the AIM 2019 Image Ex-
treme Super Resolution Challenge report [9]. The results
achieved by different teams will be presented in our experi-
mental section.

4. Experiments
Here we present Super-Resolution experiments con-

ducted on the introduced DIV8K dataset.

4.1. Metrics

We use the standard Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR)
and Structural Similarity index (SSIM) [26] to analyze the
performance. While the PSNR is based on the pixel-wise

squared error, the SSIM is designed to also capture the
statistics of the area around each pixel to provide a better
measure for quality of textures.

4.2. Baselines

In the following we compare our new dataset trained
with EDSR [18] against bicubic upsampling.

Bicubic Standard bicubic upsampling using MATLAB’s
imresize function.

EDSR We use the original EDSR [18] implementation that
trains a ResNet-based model with l1 loss. To adapt the
methods for extreme super-resolution, we changed number
of upsampling units in both EDSR. Therefore we replicated
the upsampler that uses pixel-shuffling. The EDSR model
is trained from scratch exclusively on the DIV8K training
set. We used the training protocol from RRDB [18], em-
ploying a total of 1’000’000 iterations with batch size 16.
As learning rate scheduler we used Cosine Annealing with
β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.99, no warmup steps, and a starting learn-
ing rate of lrstart = 2e− 4. As the standard high-resolution
patch-size for EDSR is 128 for ×4 upscaling, we had to
increase it for higher upsampling factors to sustain a mean-
ingful input low-resolution patches. We use a HR patch size
of 256 for ×8 and 512 for ×16 and ×32.

4.3. Baseline Results

We evaluate the aforementioned baseline approaches for
three extreme upscaling factors: ×8, ×16 and ×32. The
results are provided in table 2. The EDSR provides con-
sistently better performance than that of standard bicubic
upsampling. We also privide visual results from this exper-
iment in figure 3. This clearly demonstrates the difficulty of
super-resolving images at such extreme factors.

4.4. AIM 2019 SR Challenge Results

Here, we presents results of the AIM 2019 Extreme
Super-Resolution Challenge [9], which employs the DIV8K
dataset. We only report the PSNR and SSIM values for the
results submitted for the fidelity track. The final results and
rankings on the DIV8K test is presented in table 3. We also
include the baseline Bicubic and EDSR approaches. Team
NUAA-404 achieved the best results in the challenge, with
a PSNR of 26.79.
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